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Abstract— This paper shows that cryptography can be used to efficiently provide security and privacy for the
next generation cloud systems. We focus on deploying the most fundamental data services, e.g., data
management and data utilization, while considering reliability and privacy assurance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the digital world using technology and new technologies require safe and reliable environment, and it also
requires consideration to all the challenges that technology faces with them and address these challenges. Cloud
computing is also one of the new technologies in the IT world in this rule there is no exception. According to
studies one of the major challenges of this technology is the security and safety required for providing services
and build trust in consumers to transfer their data into the cloud. In this paper we attempt to review and highlight
security challenges, particularly the security of data storage in a cloud environment. Also, provides some offers
to enhance the security of data storage in the cloud computing systems that by using these opinions can be
overcome somewhat on the problems.
Here, we design a secure virtual cloud storage service which addresses the reliability issue with security of
the confidential data. Client-server type storage and computation outsourcing constitute some of the major
applications that the next generation cloud schemes will address. Since these applications are just emerging, it is
the perfect time to design them with security and privacy in mind. Furthermore, considering the high-churn
characteristics of such systems, the cryptographic protocols employed must be efficient and scalable.
The proposed system is a web based application which maintains a centralized repository of all necessary
information. This allows the users to access the information easily. The system allows to track and manage all
information through well-defined interfaces.
II. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this application is to make sure the security of the file storage. In this project User can register their details.
 The administrator can view all details of the new user and authorize the user.
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The administrator provides a master key to every user.
The administrator allow user to login and upload their file in the cloud storage.
The user login and upload their files into the cloud storage. The user gives a private key to encrypt the
file and also applies master key to again encrypt the file.
The user can change their password. The user can view all uploaded file in the cloud storage.
If the user wants to download a file, the user must give the correct private key and master key.
If the user gives the correct secret key while downloading the original file will be downloaded, else the
encrypted file is downloaded.
Also the user wants to delete his uploaded file, the user must give the correct secret key else the user
cannot delete the file.
The user can view all uploaded file.
The administrator can view all user details also can view all uploaded files, but cannot open them.

Admin involves the followings:  Can view the new user details.
 Can authorize the user to upload the files in to the cloud storage.
 Can view all uploaded files.
 Can view all existing user’s details.
User involved the followings:  Can register to the cloud storage.
 Can login and upload their files.
 Can view all uploaded files.
 Can download the file by giving the correct secret key.
 Can delete the file by giving the correct secret key.
 Can change the password.
III. MODULES
User account management
The administrator can view the new user details and authorize the user to upload the files in to the cloud
storage. The administrator can view all uploaded files. Also can view all user’s details.
New User
In this module the Admin can view the new user details. The admin authorizes new user to upload their files.
If the admin not authorize the user, the user could not login.
User Details and file details
In this module the Admin can view the All user details. The administrator generates reports based on the
user details. Admin can view the uploaded files details. The administrator generates reports based on the
uploaded details.

Fig. 1 Working of Cloud Storage

Splitting & Encrypting file
Splitting a single file into sequential segments and Encrypting the file. The user module consists of the file
upload. In this module the user can upload the files. The user should give a private key while file uploading.
This secret key and the uploading files are stored in encrypted form then user applies the master key known
to both user and admin and again the file is encrypted.
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For this purpose, we are using DES algorithm and AES algorithm.
Storage Cloud Service
The program creates a connection to your MySQL Storage instance.
Downloading Manifest Object
The Manifest Object has been created successfully, the Java program downloads it and saves it as a local
file.
If the user wants to download a file, the user must give the correct secret key. If the user gives the correct
secret key while downloading the original file will be downloaded, else the encrypted file is download. Also
the user wants to delete his uploaded file. The user must give the correct secret key else the user cannot
delete the file.

Fig. 2 Encryption Process

IV. CONCLUSION
From a proper analysis of positive points and constraints on the component, it can be safely concluded that
the product is a highly efficient GUI based component. This application is working properly and meeting to all
user requirements. This component can be easily plugged in many other systems. Storage security on cloud
using secret key which provides reading services to its members. Any person can become a member by filling
a registration form.
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